New control algorithms were developed for robust stabilization of nonlinear dynamical systems. Novel, linear matrix inequality-based synthesis algorithms were developed for the anti-windup problem. Results were extended so that they are applicable to all stabilizable linear systems with input saturation. New insights into the closed-loop behavior of model predictive control were discovered. It was shown that certain model predictive control algorithms induce stability without any robustness. Then it was shown how these algorithms can be modified to guarantee robustness. Formulas for horizon length to guarantee robust stabilization were given, and in the process it was shown that many of the standard assumptions in model predictive control could be relaxed. Extremum seeking control algorithms were advanced, and developed for systems with constraints and with nonsmooth response maps. Finally, some initial progress was made on the use of logical elements in nonlinear control algorithms and the understanding of hybrid control systems in general.
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Summary

The objective of this research was to further advance optimization-based robust nonlinear control design, for general nonlinear systems (especially in discrete time), for linear systems with input and state constraints, and for systems that need to be positioned at the extremum of an unknown response surface. We accomplished our goals through developments: 1) in the area of anti-windup synthesis, where we provided new optimal synthesis results using linear matrix inequalities, and provided new optimal synthesis results using receding horizon optimal control solutions, 2) in the area of model predictive control for nonlinear systems, establishing stability under greatly weakened assumptions on the optimization problem data, establishing that some existing model predictive control algorithms have no robustness margins, and establishing novel output feedback solutions, and 3) in the area of extremum seeking providing new algorithms to account for constraints and optimization on nonsmooth surfaces. The results of our work are described in thirty journal publications, three book chapters, and forty-eight conference papers.
Research Publications

The research supported by this grant resulted in 30 published journal papers, 48 refereed conference papers, and 3 book chapters. The published papers are listed below.

Journal papers


**Conference papers**


Research Accomplishments

Anti-windup synthesis

The anti-windup problem is a control synthesis problem in the presence of input saturation. Its distinguishing feature is that a controller has already been designed and it must operate without modification unless the actuators saturate. In this case, because the performance of this controller might be poor in the presence of saturation, anti-windup augmentation should activate to maintain stability and reasonable performance, and to restore closed-loop operation to the original controller when this becomes possible. Systematic solutions to this industry-motivated problem (including the motivation to eliminate pilot/flight control system-induced oscillations) have started to appear over the last decade, and in the course of this grant we contributed general, systematic solutions of various kinds.

Receding horizon optimal control-based synthesis: We demonstrated the high performance capabilities of discrete-time disturbance rejection model predictive control in the anti-windup problem. We exploited its efficient off-line synthesis, and have used it for anti-windup synthesis in closed-loops that use high performance continuous-time controllers that ignore input saturation.

Euler-Lagrange systems: While anti-windup is usually conceived for linear control systems with input saturation, we showed under a previous AFOSR grant that it can also be posed and solved for more general nonlinear feedback loops. For the current grant, we applied our earlier ideas, with modifications aimed at improved performance, to Euler-Lagrange systems including robotic manipulators such as the SCARA and PUMA. We demonstrated the superior performance of these anti-windup algorithms compared to standard industrial practice which involves path planning to avoid input saturation or ad-hoc anti-windup strategies.

Systems with time delays: We presented new results on anti-windup for control systems with time-delays. These results have the potential for significant applications in networked control systems and control of networks.

Regional anti-windup performance: Our initial LMI-based anti-windup synthesis algorithms only applied to closed-loop systems having plants that are open-loop exponentially stable. However, by the end of the grant period, we had developed LMI-based synthesis algorithms that were applicable for any closed-loop system. In addition to synthesis algorithms, we provided new algorithms for the analysis of existing anti-windup compensation. Our analysis algorithms, which permit the use of nonquadratic Lyapunov functions, are not convex in general but our experience suggests that the algorithms remain numerically tractable for problems of reasonable size. With this increased applicability, anti-windup algorithms had matured to the state where they are ready to be summarized in a textbook. We have nearly completed such an effort in the course of this grant.
Robustness, and modeling as differential inclusions: We continued to investigate the robustness of anti-windup control algorithms and elucidated some natural tradeoffs between performance and robustness in the anti-windup problem that arise from the mere definition of the anti-windup problem. Moreover, we provided some relaxed problem definitions that allow stronger robustness properties. Finally, since input saturation is often modeled as a general sector constraint leading to a linear differential inclusion, we have developed a duality theory for linear differential inclusions, relying on the convex conjugate of a Lyapunov function to provide a Lyapunov function for the linear differential inclusion’s dual. This result has significance for numerical investigations of stability for closed-loops with input saturation, since some numerical algorithms (most that are based on nonquadratic Lyapunov functions) give very different answers for stability ranges when applied to the primal problem compared to results when applied to the dual. In addition to these results, we developed a Lyapunov-based frequency response theory for linear differential inclusions.

Bumpless transfer: A problem closely related to anti-windup is that of bumpless transfer. The objective of this problem is to provide control logic that enables a smooth transition from one controller (perhaps manual control) to another controller. In the course of the grant, we gave the first formal definition of this problem and provided a systematic solution.

Model predictive control

Model predictive control (MPC) is an increasingly popular approach used to synthesize stabilizing feedback control laws for nonlinear systems. In industry, this control method typically is based on discrete-time models, which makes determining the MPC feedback law equivalent to solving a finite dimensional optimization problem. The latter often can be carried out on-line, especially for slow plants like those in the chemical process industry. Even for faster plants, including aero-vehicles, MPC is beginning to be considered as a reasonable feedback control alternative.

One of the main challenges in nonlinear MPC is making sure that the finite dimensional optimization problem leads to a stabilizing feedback. Significant attention has been given to this problem over the last fifteen years. The typical solution involves imposing strict terminal constraints and/or limiting the functions used in the optimization problem. One issue that has received very little attention is the nominal robustness of these MPC schemes. In the course of this grant, we showed that some of the standard algorithms are capable of producing closed-loop asymptotic stability with absolutely no robustness. The lack of robustness enters due to state constraints coupled with the use of short horizons when the state constraints are terminal constraints used to induce stability. In all cases where the closed-loop has no robustness, the MPC feedback law is discontinuous, as is the Lyapunov function used to establish asymptotic stability. In our work on this grant, we have showed how to distinguish robustness from zero robustness in discontinuous discrete-time systems. Equipped with these tools, we set out to reformulate MPC algorithms so that robustness is guaranteed. In the process, we aimed to provide as much flexibility as possible in the functions that can be used in the optimization problem.
In our first contribution, we addressed unconstrained MPC and established new results relaxing many of the typical requirements on the functions used in the MPC optimization problem. These relaxations came at the price of requiring sufficiently long horizons, and hence sufficiently large dimension, in the MPC optimization problem. However, we demonstrated constructively on interesting examples that these sufficiently long horizons might actually be reasonably short. These results were enabled by careful exploitation of various aspects of nonlinear systems theory including homogeneity theory.

In our second significant contribution, we addressed constrained MPC extending our earlier results to the problem with inherent state constraints and showing such MPC algorithms can be configured to guarantee nominal robustness. In the process, this work showed that the use of terminal constraints does not necessarily lead to the absence of robustness if sufficiently long horizons are used.

We also showed how nonlinear observability properties can be exploited to implement MPC using output feedback. The only results of this type in the literature of which we are aware have made very non-generic assumptions about the Lipschitz continuity of the MPC feedback law. We demonstrated that this condition is not necessary for implementing MPC by output feedback. This result makes it clear that MPC can be readily applied to nonlinear control systems with limited measurements.

We also showed how to use the MPC idea for homogeneous, switching control systems to develop feedback laws that induce stability that is robust to arbitrary switching. We provided a constructive algorithm that is realizable numerically for systems of low order.

Finally, we developed versions of model predictive control that employ logic variables to assist with the task of making robust decisions. We demonstrated the effectiveness of these algorithms in obstacle avoidance problems involving noisy measurements for highly maneuverable air vehicles.

**Extremum Seeking**

Extremum Seeking (ES) is an iterative optimization process performed in real time on a physical system that has a significant dynamical aspect. The derivatives of the function to be optimized – system performance in steady state – are not available, but the function can be measured, modulo measurement noise and transients. ES controllers, usually built around numerical optimization algorithms, perform optimization by monitoring the system performance, and adjusting the parameters on-line to improve that performance. In our research we studied applicable numerical algorithms, analyzed the dynamical interaction between an optimization algorithm and the optimized dynamical system, and derived some recipes to achieve faster extremum seeking. We worked with Ford Motor Company to accelerate optimization and calibration of automotive engines. We have demonstrated advanced multi-variable extremum seeking methods in performance optimization for a dual-independent variable cam timing engine and have developed an interactive software product that a non-ES specialist can use for this task.
In work during this grant, we considered extremum seeking problems where the optimal operating condition resides on a constraint boundary. In this case, we showed that the naïve application of certain numerical optimization algorithms, such as simultaneous perturbation stochastic approximation (SPSA) with projection, may exhibit especially slow convergence because of the interaction between the projection operator and a gradient approximation. We then showed how to modify the standard SPSA algorithm to remove this effect and restore fast convergence that can be used in extremum seeking. We have also established new convergence properties using direct search algorithms for nonsmooth optimization problems. These results give a firm theoretical foundation for using direct search within an extremum seeking framework.

Analysis of Networked Control Systems

It is common in modern control applications to find control loops that are closed via a serial communication channel that transmits signals from many sensors and actuators in the system, as well as signals from other unrelated users that are connected to a network. Motivation for using this set-up comes from lower cost, ease of maintenance, great flexibility, as well as low weight and volume. The main issue in these “Networked Control Systems” is that the serial communication channel has many “nodes” (sensors and actuators) where only one node can report its value at a time and, hence, access to the channel needs to be scheduled in an appropriate manner for a proper operation of the control system. During this grant, we contributed to the stability analysis of nonlinear networked control systems. Based on the small gain theorem, we provided estimates for the maximum allowable transfer interval (MATI) in networked control systems that are typically multiple orders of magnitude less conservative than previous results existing in the literature. Along the way, we have developed a useful paradigm for the classification of networked control system protocols that is based on Lyapunov stability theory. We expect this characterization of efficient network protocols to lead to the development of new protocols that allow for larger MATIs.

Hybrid systems: control and analysis

Hybrid systems provide an exciting area of research strongly related to nonlinear control. A strong, foundational understanding of hybrid dynamical systems will allow bringing nonlinear control design tools to bear on a much wider class of systems, and will also enable systematically introducing logic-based switching into nonlinear control algorithm design. Researchers have struggled over the last decade to come up with a concise characterization of hybrid systems and their properties. Inspired by earlier work in this area, we began to develop an array of results that we believe will help to make hybrid systems more tractable. For example, we provided new results on convergence properties of solutions to hybrid systems, and related these properties to robust asymptotic stability. We established a general invariance principle in the spirit of LaSalle’s invariance principle for differential and difference equations. Also, we proved that asymptotically stable hybrid systems admit smooth Lyapunov functions. We used these results as
motivation to provide new Lyapunov proofs for the stability of networked control systems (both wired and wireless) and for control loops with reset elements, like the so-called “Clegg integrator”. We investigated the degree to which the well-known “input-to-state” stability theory for differential equations carries over to hybrid systems. There are some subtle differences that appear in the hybrid domain. Nevertheless, we were able to use hybrid control to induce input-to-state stability with respect to measurement noise where this is impossible to do with pure state feedback. We also gave novel conditions for input-to-state stability in impulsive dynamical systems. As an alternative to the sample and hold solutions that guarantee asymptotic stabilization that is robust to measurement noise for general, asymptotically controllable nonlinear systems, we showed how this property can be induced for the same class of systems using logic-based hysteresis switching. This same idea can be used to give a simple, systematic solution to control problems like global swing-up of the inverted pendulum.

These results are poised to enable important new breakthroughs both in the use of hybrid control for nonlinear systems, and also the development of control algorithms for hybrid systems. These are some of the topics that we are considering in our subsequent work, which is also being supported by AFOSR.
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